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ABSTRACT
The developments in sensing modalities and computing platforms
enable many new sensing technologies and data sources for mon-
itoring occupant presence and actions. The wealth of data opens
new opportunities for extracting knowledge through data-driven
modeling of occupant presence and actions. In particular, the many
opportunities with machine learning techniques including super-
vised and unsupervised learning for classification, regression and
clustering problems. Utilizing these opportunities creates new mod-
els and information relevant for generating new knowledge on
multi-aspect environmental exposure, building interfaces, human
behaviour, occupant-centric building design and operation. Subtask
2 of the new IEA EBC Annex 79 is addressing these opportunities
and is inviting researchers and practitioners to participate. The
developed data-driven models can, among others, be applied for
example for calculating new schedules or models based on the ac-
tual conditions observed in buildings, data-driven analysis of the
performance design versus the built, model predictive controls for
buildings and fault detection and diagnostics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The advancement and pervasive deployment of new sensing modal-
ities, computing platforms, information technologies and the digiti-
zation of the society enable many new sensing technologies and
data sources about occupant behavior [2–4, 6, 8, 12]. Data mining
and artificial intelligence are areas requiring rapid development
of new methods and tools. For instance, the development of new
methods that can learn models with better properties or new tools
that make methods easier accessible on more powerful computing
infrastructures.

The rising vast amount of data from pervasive sensors and new
data mining methods will create new opportunities for data-driven
knowledge discovery and modeling of Occupant Presence and Ac-
tions (OPA) that is, so far, underexplored. Meanwhile, the vast
amount of data will also create new threats to the occupant and
building operation in terms of the violation of the individuals’ right
to privacy that has to be addressed [7]. Better protection is also
enforced by new regulations on the collection and use of data (e.g.,
the GDPR in Europe). For engineers and architects, it also changes
established practices and require a new skill set for them to be
successful in doing data-driven design and decision-making.

To foster and establish data-driven modeling as a practice require
that researchers and professionals know how to apply suchmethods
and platforms. In particular for the specific data collected about
occupant behavior and how to apply methods and tools in the
context of these platforms. The aim of this poster is to motivate
research questions that underpin a subtask of a new IEA EBC annex.
The research questions include: (1) how to secure OPA data in
general; (2) what are the commonly used data-driven methods to
explore such data; and (3) how can we share the data for other uses.

1.1 Novel Data Collection for OPA
Work in IEA EBCAnnex 66 reviewed the properties of sensor modal-
ities and general protocols for collecting OPA data using sensors
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[6]. The general focus was on optimizing the accuracy of the col-
lected data. However, in any deployment, trade-offs have to be made
among accuracy, privacy invasiveness and the cost of data collec-
tion (e.g. building installed versus tenant/occupant owned sensors)
[8]. Existing work tends to focus on specific instances among these
parameters. Therefore, work is missing based on data examples
with many sensors of different qualities including established and
novel sensor modalities. The data examples have to be collected
to cover the trade-offs in previous work on accuracy, privacy inva-
siveness and cost. The work has to compare the trade-offs effect on
the data. Such work would open up new opportunities for methods
that go beyond state-of-the-art data-driven methods in how they
are able to balance data quality, privacy invasiveness and cost of
data collection.

1.2 Data-driven Methods for OPA
Previous work has documented the challenges in selecting the best
data processing methods and knowing when data-driven methods
are the right tool. E.g. the methods for predicting occupant pres-
ence [13] or methods for model-predictive control [11]. To address
this challenge more work is required that distill the elements of a
data processing tool chain for data-driven models for OPA model-
ing. Such work has to cover different types of methods including:
classification, regression, clustering and preprocessing of data, for
example, cleaning of data from faulty, misplaced or tampered sen-
sors. This also includes metrics for quantifying the properties of the
methods and identifying the limitations of data-driven methods.

The wealth of OPA data creates new threats to the occupant
in terms of the violation of the individual’s right to privacy [7].
Therefore, new anonymization methods and guidelines for pri-
vacy handling is needed when processing occupant behaviour data,
for example, based on the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable (FAIR) principles and that implement the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR).

It is also important to demonstrate such novel approaches for
using data-driven data processing for OPA modeling. E.g., how
to apply methods for extracting new insights from data that can
support new findings on OPA and how these new findings may
support occupant-centric building design, simulation and controls.
This can help distill application guidelines for data-driven modeling
of occupant behaviour from in situ OPA sensing data including how
to visualize the data.

1.3 Platform for Sharing Data-Driven Methods
To support building engineers and architects in successfully ap-
plying data-driven methods require better access to methods and
data. Existing work has among other considered a similar effort for
building electricity consumption [10]. However, an online platform
for sharing data and methods for OPA data is needed building on
existing repository and data science platforms (e.g. GitHub, Zenodo
and Jupyter Notebook). The platform has to share examples of data
and method implementations. Such an effort will also help analyze
the limitations and good practices for reuse of data including ethics
review issues across countries.

A metadata schema for OPA data is needed to enable consistent
sharing and reuse of OPA data. The schema can among others build

on existing work that has considered building instrumentation in
general [5] and building monitoring with a specific focus on indoor
comfort [9]. An interesting aspect is to organize a data competition
with open and industry data sets to foster community establishment
based on the developed platform and benchmark methods under
identical conditions. Benchmarking for data-driven methods under
identical conditions is difficult if method implementations and data
is not made available which is the common case.

2 CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
By sharing the research questions of subtask 2 of the IEA EBC An-
nex 79, we hope to foster participation by the BuildSys community.
The IEA EBC Annex 79 runs from 2018 until 2023 with several open
expert meetings every year to support international collaboration
among participants [1].
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